
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE YOU BEGIN. DO NOT JUMP AHEAD OF ANY STEP.

shopPOPdisplays makes no claim that these assembly instructions cover all details, conditions, or variations, or that they cover all possible contingencies in connection with the assembly or installation of 
this product. It is the purchaser’s responsibility to ensure that all components of this product are properly assembled and installed in accordance with these instructions. shopPOPdisplays assumes no 
obligation or liability on account of any third-party recommendations, opinions, or advice as to the assembly or installation of this product. 
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PARTS LIST:

*2 PERSON ASSEMBLY RECOMMENDED

8' Chain 
Lengths
(2 pcs)

STEP 1: Attach both Hangers labeled "L" to the frame 
of the suspended ceiling to the left of the desired 
shield position. Lift the ceiling tiles to slide the 
hangers on each side of the frame as shown below.

NOTE : The Hangers must form a closed circle as shown. 
This is only possible by using two Hangers labeled "L"

STEP 2: Repeat STEP 1 with both Hangers 
labeled "R" on the ceiling frame to the right of 
the one used in STEP 1. 

 

 

CLOSED
LOOP

NOTE : The Hangers must form a closed circle as 
shown. This is only possible by using two Hangers 
labeled "R" 

 

 

CLOSED
LOOP

**START AT STEP 1 IF HANGING FROM SUSPENDED CEILING
**SKIP AHEAD TO STEP 3 IF HANGING FROM CEILING RODS/BARS.

Vinyl Shield 
(1 pc)

Hangers 
Labeled "L" 

(2 pcs)

Clips 
(4 pcs)

Hangers 
Labeled "R" 

(2 pcs)

NOTE: If you are hanging your shield directly from a ceiling rod, 
the Hangers are not needed. 
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STEP 3 (FOR SUSPENDED CEILINGS):  Loop one of the chains through the hole in the Hangers 
labeled "L".  Feed chain downward.

STEP 4: Using a Clip, attach the chain 
hanging on the left of the Hanger/ 
ceiling rod to itself by inserting one 
end of the clip through a chain link 
on left and the other end of the clip 
through a chain link on right.  Make 
sure chain loops are secured in each 
end of the clip.
NOTE : The location at which the Clip is used 
to attach the Chain to itself will determine 
how low or high the shield will hang. Use a 
smaller loop for a lower hanging shield and 
a larger loop for a higher hanging shield. 
This may take some adjustment.

 

 

STEP 5: Repeat STEPS 3-4 for installation of chain on right side.

 

STEP 3 (FOR CEILING ROD/BARS):  Drape chain over rod/ bar. Feed chain downward.
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STEP 6: Unroll your clear Vinyl Shield. Next, feed chain hanging down from ceiling on left side through 
hole at the top left of Vinyl Shield.  Loop chain back up towards hanging chain and attach to itself 
using another Clip.  Follow same procedure as in STEP 4, again ensuring chain loops are secured in 
each end of the clip.

 

STEP 7: Repeat STEP 6 for attaching right chain through hole in top right of your clear Vinyl Shield.

ASSEMBLY COMPLETED

 

14701

 

Ensure chains are hung far enough 
apart such that they make a "V" shape 

when Shield is hung


